## District Model for Excellence Implementation Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June 2018</th>
<th>June 2019</th>
<th>June 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Breakthrough North reconfigures  
  • Rawson reconfigures  
  • MLK reconfigures and relocates  
  • High School, Inc. relocates  
  • Montessori relocates  
  • Bachelder closes  
  • Simpson-Waverly closes | • Burns reconfigures  
  • Wish reconfigures  
  • SAND reconfigures  
  • Milner reconfigures and relocates  
  • High School, Inc., JMA, and Kinsella 9-12 relocates  
  • CCCMA closes  
  • Culinary closes  
  • Weaver Campus Opens  
  • Milner Middle School Building Opens | • Asian Studies reconfigures  
  • Burr reconfigures (Middle School)  
  • Global reconfigures  
  • Naylor reconfigures  
  • West Middle reconfigures  
  • Betances STEM relocates  
  • Breakthrough North relocates  
  • Central Office relocates  
  • MLK MS relocates  
  • Pre-K Magnet relocates  
  • Renzulli relocates  
  • MD Fox offers Dual Language  
  • Pre-K Magnet at Burns Opens  
  • MLK Campus Opens |